Hillcrest High School announces

OPEN TRY-OUTS
for the World High School Premiere of

PRINCE CASPIAN
Never tried acting before? No
worries. Come try it out. It’ll be fun.
Think you’re more of an athlete
than an actor? Perfect. See you there.
Busy? We have options for people to
be involved with limited time
commitment.
This is going to be a HUGE event for
the school and the community, and we
want YOU to come be a part of it.
This is not a musical – there is no singing or dancing involved.
Lots of fighting though (think Black Panther or Wonder Woman style combat).

Not sure if you’re interested? To get more information, find Mr. Long in Room B-116 before
school, during APP, or during Lunch. He’s not scary.

We need to fill 3 giant armies, and dozens of other
characters, so if you are…
* muscular, jacked, or impressive-looking…we need you. Now’s
your chance.
* athletic, nimble, or good at martial arts-type stuff…let’s go.
* willing to learn how to do some sword fighting or other types of
combat training…we’d love to work with you.
* or just kind of curious about the whole thing and want to be a
part of an incredible event with the whole school…let’s do this!
“Prince Caspian” will perform March 16-19 in the new
Auditorium. The rehearsal period is January 24-March 15.
We are not trying to take over your life, and are open to working around schedules
from all other Hillcrest teams and clubs.
So, we’ve created multiple different ways for you to be involved based on your
schedule. Here are your options:
BE AN EXTRA-If you don’t want to commit to very much rehearsal, but are willing to come be a warrior
“extra” in the production: You will need to commit to 1 or 2 rehearsals in February and 3 or 4 rehearsals in the
first two weeks of March and that’s it. We’ll put you in a couple of our large group army camp scenes, give you
a cool costume, and your job will be to stand there and look awesome. No fighting though.
BE A FIGHTER-If you would like to be involved in the action and battle sequences and have a little more
to do in the show, but not a featured role or anything like that, you would need to commit to 1 rehearsal per
week from January 24-February 26, and 6 or 7 rehearsals during the first two weeks of March.
BE A FULL CAST MEMBER-If you would like to try out for a lead or featured role and are willing to
be part of the full cast, we would be able to use you a lot more. You would be in multiple scenes in the show
and play one of our main warriors. Who knows, you may even end up playing a lead character. You would
rehearse 2 or 3 times a week from January 14-February 26, and every day for the first 2 weeks of March.

Try-outs will be the week of January 18.
HOW TO TRY OUT FOR AN “EXTRA” OR “FIGHTER” POSITION:
Show up to a short physicality audition on Tuesday, January 18 in the Auditorium. Be ready to work out a
little bit, LEARN SOME combat technique, and get a little physical. Come in athletic/work-out clothes.

HOW TO TRY OUT FOR A FULL CAST POSITION:
In addition to the physicality audition on Tuesday, January 18 (see details above), you will also need to sign
up for a time to perform a short 30-60 second monologue for us. Sign-ups will be posted at
www.HillcrestTheatre.com on January 10.
Call-backs for speaking roles will be held after school on Thursday and Friday, Jan. 20 & 21.

